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Abstract—This paper proposes an analytical study that aims at
evaluating the power-control error statistics in wireless direct-se-
quence code-divisionmultiple-access (DS-CDMA) cellular systems
based on an ideal variable step closed-loop power-control scheme.
In particular, the cumulative distribution function and the corre-
lation coefficient of the power control error are derived through
a first-order Taylor expansion of the received signal envelope. A
novelpower-controlschemethatexploitstheautocorrelationprop-
erties of the fading is also proposed, and its performance is ana-
lyzed in terms of power-control error statistics. Rayleigh and Rice
frequency-selective channel models, which involve the use of a di-
versity RAKE receiver at the base station, have been taken into
account. The proposed analytical approach specifically applies to
CDMA systems. A method that aims at estimating the capacity of
a DS-CDMA cellular network is given in the last part of this paper.
Index Terms—Closed-loop systems, code-division multiple ac-
cess, fading channels, land mobile radio cellular systems, power
control, statistics.
I. INTRODUCTION
C
ODE-division multiple access (CDMA) for cellular com-
municationnetworksrequirestheimplementationofsome
form of adaptive power control [1]–[5]. In CDMA radio envi-
ronments, the maximum number of supportable users per cell
is limited by multipath fading, shadowing, and near–far effects
that cause fluctuations of the received power at the base station
(BS). In such context, power-control algorithms aim to equalize
the power received at the BS from all the users in the cell.
Large-scale fading (i.e., shadowing) and path loss are usually
controlled by the mobile terminal (MT), which adjusts its trans-
mitted power on the basis of the average power received from
theBS(open-looppower-controlscheme).However,fastfading
due to multipath propagation entails fast variations in the re-
ceived power (uplink), which are uncorrelated with respect to
downlink [6]. This type of fading can only be compensated
by means of closed-loop power-control schemes where the BS
measures the received power from the MT and sends back a
suitable power control signal. Closed-loop algorithms can ef-
fectively compensate fading variations when the power-control
updatingtimeissmallerthanthecorrelationtimeofthechannel.
Indeed, if the variability of the radio channel is faster than the
control rate, the power-control algorithm fails because it refers
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to old channel estimates, thus causing a power-control error
(PCE).
The effects of closed-loop power control in direct-sequence
(DS)-CDMAsystemshavebeenmainlystudiedthroughsimula-
tionsduetotheanalyticalcomplexityoftheseaspects[6]–[8].In
[9],anewlog-linearmodelispresentedthatallowsananalytical
expression for the temporal correlation of the power-controlled
signal over a flat Rayleigh channel.
The goal of this paper is to extend the work in [9] by consid-
ering frequency-selective channel models with diversity order
, which involves the use of a diversity RAKE receiver at the
BS. We aim at evaluating an analytical expression of both the
cumulative distribution function (cdf) and the autocorrelation
function of the PCE. To do this, some simplifications are made,
such as ideal power measurements at the BS and ideal downlink
(feedback)channel.Thegoodnessoflog-normalassumptionfor
the PCE distribution, usually made in the literature [10]–[12],
has also been verified in the considered scenario, and the stan-
dard deviation of the log-normal fitting has been computed for
different channel conditions.
The correlation properties of the fading term are evaluated
and exploited to improve the performance of the power-control
technique on the basis of a linear estimation of future fading.
A substantial analytical effort is made to derive, also in this
case, an approximation for the cdf of the received power. This
function is very important to evaluate the system capacity of a
DS-CDMAsystem.Thisissueisaddressedinthelastpartofthis
paper, where the proposed analytical approach is applied to a
typicalDS-CDMAenvironmenttoderivethemaximumnumber
of supportable users. The goodness of the analytical approaches
has been validated through computer simulations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
wedescribe theenvironment consideredin thispaper and derive
the fading autocorrelation function. In Section III, we present
the closed-loop power control envisaged for the analysis and
derive the cdf of the PCE through a first-order Taylor expan-
sion of the received signal envelope. An approximation of the
autocorrelation coefficient of the PCE is derived in Section IV.
SectionVpresentsapower-controlschemethatexploitsthecor-
relation properties of the fading to perform a minimum mean
square error (MMSE) estimation of future fading samples. In
Section VI, the results found in previous sections are exploited
to derive the system capacity for a typical DS-CDMA cellular
system. Section VII provides the conclusions.
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II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this paper, we focus on the uplink communication path
from an MT to a BS in a DS-CDMA cellular system. replicas
of the signal, due to both some form of diversity reception (for
instance antenna diversity) and channel frequency selectivity,
are assumed Rayleigh or Rice distributed and optimally com-
bined through a RAKE receiver at the BS. Accordingly, de-
noting by the multiplicative fading term, the power received
at the BS from an MT may be expressed as
(1)
where is the transmitted power and , being the
tap weight coefficient relative to the th finger, which may be
written as
(2)
The terms and are independent Gaussian random
processes with zero mean and variance , referred to as
, and is a constant equal to the average of the
th path. We make the assumption of equal-strength paths
throughout the paper; hence, . Moreover, we will
assume, for the sake of simplicity, that the direct path is present
in the first tap weight coefficient, i.e., , while ,
for .
For the channel model considered so far, the probability dis-
tribution function (pdf) of , , is a central (Rayleigh case,
i.e., ) or a noncentral (Rice case, i.e., ) chi-square
distribution with 2 degrees of freedom. Considering without
loss in generality , and denoting by the noncen-
trality parameter of the line-of-sight (LOS) path in the case of
Rice fading, it results that . Processes and
can be considered to be stationary at least on the time scale
of the fading variations. Thus, it is possible to define the auto-
correlation function
(3)
Inawidelyacceptedmodel,theGaussianprocessesareassumed
to have a band-limited nonrational spectrum corresponding to a
uniform path arrival angle distribution given by [13]
for (4)
where is the Doppler bandwidth, is the mobile
speed, and is the carrier wavelength. This spectrum corre-
sponds to the correlation function
(5)
where is the Bessel function of the first kind and zeroth
order.
Let us focus on the autocorrelation of , referred to as
. From (1) and (2), it results
(6)
where and for . First of
all, we focus on the evaluation of .
Let us denote by the couple of
correlated Gaussian random variables (rvs) with means
and covariance matrix [see (5)]
where, in order to simplify notations, . The
moment-generating function of results [14]
(7)
where is a column vector and the apex “ ” indi-
cates the transposition operator. The average
may be evaluated in a closed form as
(8)
Using the same procedure, the averages of the squared product
of the zero mean terms in (6) can be evaluated as
(9)
Finally, considering that the couples of rvs ,
, and are independent, we can easily
derive the autocorrelation of the fading term in (6) as
(10)
III. EVALUATION OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF PCE
The standard closed-loop power control (SPC) we refer to is
showninFig.1.TheMTadjustsitstransmissionpower when
itreceivesapower-controlcommand fromtheBSthroughtheABRARDO AND SENNATI: CLOSED-LOOP POWER-CONTROL ERROR STATISTICS 2073
Fig. 1. Block diagram of the standard closed-loop power-control scheme.
return (downlink) channel. The delay between power adjust-
ment and transmission accounts for the power-control sampling
period. We assume that the closed-loop power-control mech-
anism perfectly compensates for slow channel variations due
to path loss and shadowing. Thus, we consider only multipath
fading fluctuations. Accordingly, the block in Fig. 1 takes
intoaccountthemultipathfadingeffectsintroducedbytheradio
channel in the uplink.
Power commands are usually quantized in fixed or variable
steps. Variable-step power-control algorithms, which require
more bits to send the power-control command, are able to
perform more fine power adjustments. In this paper, we en-
visage a variable-step scheme and neglect power estimation
and quantization errors,1 so that control messages carry a
perfect measure of the PCE.
The model in Fig. 1 is similar to that used in [6], where simu-
lations of a fixed-step PC system are presented. In our scheme,
we do not take into account extra-loop delays due to prop-
agation and time involved in generating, transmitting, and ex-
ecuting a power command. However, for typical values of the
product (e.g., ), additional loop delays com-
parable to or greater than dramatically reduce the effective-
ness of closed-loop power-control schemes. Accordingly, these
schemes are feasible only when may be neglected with re-
spect to [6]. Finally, the downlink feedback channel is sup-
posed to be error free.
Denoting by the desired received power level at the BS,
the power-control command (which coincides with the PCE)
evaluated by the BS results
(11)
Assuming, without loss in generality, a unitary , we get
. Because of the unitary assumption for , the
PCE coincides with the received power after power control.
Thus, in what follows, we will refer without distinction to
and PCE. Accordingly, the power terms will be treated as
dimensionless (normalized to ) quantities.
The transmission power at the MT results
1As will be verified further on in this section, the PCE pdf can be reasonably
assumed log-normal, i.e., the PCE expressed in dB can be considered Gaussian
distributed. In this case, as shown in [15], the quantization error is negligible
even for a low number of bits per sample (e.g., 4 bits allow a signal-to-noise
ratio due to quantization of about 20 dB).
(12)
and the PCE is given by
(13)
The envelope of the signal received at the BS, referred to as
, can be written as
(14)
Underthehypothesisofcorrelatedfading(i.e., ),the
process remains highly correlated during a time of seconds
[see (10)]. Thus, the numerator in (14) can be suitably approxi-
mated by a first-order Taylor expansion, centered in
(15)
where is the derivative of with respect to time. Note that
in (15), the variables and are evaluated at the same time
instants. Thus, the received envelope can be statistically charac-
terized by replacing in (15) the time-variable quantities with the
corresponding random variables
(16)
From (1), we obtain
(17)
The joint cdf of and can be computed as in [17]
(18)
where represents the double derivative of evalu-
ated in zero. From (18), we have that and are independent,
thus yielding
(19)
The term , which represents the variance of , may be
given in a closed form as follows: .
It may be straightforwardly noticed that the random variable
, that is conditioned on ,i s with
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Thus, the received envelope conditioned on may
be modeled through a Gaussian rv, i.e.,
. Let us denote by the
cdf of a Gaussian random variable with mean and standard
deviation
(21)
where erfc , erfc being the complemen-
tary error function. Of course, the received envelope must be
always positive. Nevertheless, due to the first-order Taylor ex-
pansioninthissection,theterm resultsinaGaussianrandom
variable, i.e., it has a finite probability to be negative. Thus, in
what follows, we consider the truncated version (i.e., only pos-
itive values) of the cdf of , that is:
(22)
Note that , as expected. Removing the condi-
tioning on in (22), the cdf of results
(23)
where is the pdf of the fading term.
Finally, the cdf of the received power after power control is
(24)
In order to verify the degree of approximation of the previous
analysis, we have carried out computer simulations of the
power-control system under consideration. In particular, the
simulation environment includes an MT that transmits a digital
signal at a power level computed according to the feedback
message received from the BS seconds before (Fig. 1).
To simulate the presence of multipath fading, replicas
of the transmitted signal are generated and multiplied by a
set of complex Gaussian noises
characterized by the power spectra given in (4). The multipath
signal is received by the BS, which demodulates it by means
of an optimum RAKE receiver. Ideal channel estimations,
perfect synchronization, and error-free power measurements
are assumed.
Fig. 2 shows the comparison between the cdf values of the
received power evaluated through the proposed analysis and
those obtained by simulations for (Rayleigh fading)
and . Curves relative to different values of the product
are plotted. Equation (23), which cannot be expressed in a
closed form, has been computed through numerical integration.
We have focused on the region concerning PCE values lower
than 0 dB because it refers to most critical cases in which the
power-controlcommanddoesnotentirelycompensateforsignal
attenuation. The agreement between theoretical and simulation
Fig. 2. Comparison between simulation results and analytical predictions for
the received power cdf < in the SPC scheme for L =3 , K =0 , and
different values of the product f D.
Fig. 3. Comparison between simulation results and analytical predictions for
the received power cdf < in the SPC scheme for L =5 , K =0 , and
different values of the product f D.
curves is very good for , while a certain degree of
approximation is introduced for less correlated channel condi-
tions, due to the Taylor expansion. The approximation is more
accurate for a higher diversity order, as shown in Fig. 3, where
the Rayleigh case is considered with . Finally, when an
LOS component is present (Rice fading), the analysis is almost
exact, as can be seen in Fig. 4, where we have set and
.Notethattheproposedanalysisprovidesanupperbound
on the cdf for PCE values lower than 0 dB and a lower bound
for PCE greater than 0 dB. Thus, if we consider the probability
that the received signal level is below a threshold (lower than
0 dB), we expect that the proposed approach provides a worst
case analysis.
In order to provide a measure of the approximation intro-
ducedbytheanalysis,weshowinTableIacomparisonbetween
simulation and theoretical values of the standard deviation
of the received power. The theoretical values of have been
evaluated as shown in Appendix A. For comparison purposes,ABRARDO AND SENNATI: CLOSED-LOOP POWER-CONTROL ERROR STATISTICS 2075
Fig. 4. Comparison between simulation results and analytical predictions for
the received power cdf < in the SPC scheme for L =3 ;K =1 0 , and
different values of the product f D.
TABLE I
ANALYTICAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS OF THE PCE STANDARD DEVIATION
FOR THE SPC SCHEME
in the last column of Table I we show the standard deviation
of the received power when there is no closed-loop power con-
trol. These values have been derived as follows. In absence of
closed-loop power control, the received power is merely given
by the fading term . Accordingly, for the channel model con-
sidered in Section II, the pdf of the received power is a chi-
square distribution and its standard deviation may be computed
in a closed form as shown in [16], i.e.,
. Note that for all the environmental conditions considered
in Table I, the presence of closed-loop power control allows one
to reduce the channel fluctuations. Obviously, the power-con-
trol benefits reduce as increases.
In order to verify the log-normal assumption for the PCE dis-
tribution,whichisoftenmadeintheliterature,wehavemodeled
Fig. 5. Comparison between the received power cdf < derived from
simulations and the log-normal fitting in the SPC scheme for L =5 ;K =0 ,
and different values of the product f D.
TABLE II
STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE LOG-NORMAL DISTRIBUTION THAT FITS
THE PCE DISTRIBUTION
the PCE as , where . Fig. 5 shows a
comparison between the cdf obtained from simulations and the
log-normal fitting in the Rayleigh case for and for dif-
ferent values of . The standard deviation of the fitting
log-normal distribution may be evaluated through the analytical
approach described in Appendix B. Table II shows the values of
obtained for different channel conditions. These values can
be compared with those obtained in [6] through simulations. In
particular, with reference to ([6, Table I]), which shows simula-
tion results of a fixed-step power-control scheme, our analysis
confirms that a variable-step scheme slightly decreases the PCE
inthecaseoflowcorrelatedchannelconditions.Onthecontrary,
considering higher correlated channels, the difference between
variable- and fixed-step power-control schemes increases. This2076 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON VEHICULAR TECHNOLOGY, VOL. 49, NO. 6, NOVEMBER 2000
isduetothefactthatthequantizationerrorinthefixed-stepcase
becomes the predominant effect when the fading variations are
slow.
IV. AUTOCORRELATION OF THE PCE
A burst error, i.e., a fading period, occurs when the received
power falls below an acceptable level for a period that spans
many bits. The burst length statistics can be used to design effi-
cient interleaving and coding strategies, and the received power
correlation properties are essential to find approximations for
these statistics [9]. In light of these observations, we derive in
thissectiontheautocorrelationcoefficientofthereceivedpower
after power control. Considering a first-order Taylor expan-
sion, centered in , (13) may be rewritten as
(25)
Under the assumption of unitary received mean power, we de-
fine the autocovariance of the received power [given in (25)]
conditioned on as
(26)
In the previous section, we found that the variance of ( )
is proportional to [see (20)]
(27)
where is the autocorrelation of the derivative of the
fading term . It is expected that the second equality in (27)
also holds with good approximation for small values of , i.e.,
for
(28)
We will verify through simulations at the end of this section the
range of where the approximation (28) is acceptable. Substi-
tuting (28) in (26), it is now possible to express the conditioned
autocovariance of as a function of the autocorrelation of ,
i.e.,
(29)
Removing the conditioning on , we obtain
(30)
Finally, the autocorrelation coefficient of the received power re-
sults
(31)
By exploiting the results derived in Section II, the autocorrela-
tion of the derivative of may be given as
(32)
where we have used the well-known property of Bessel func-
tions
(33)
and where is the first-order Bessel function of the first kind
withthesameargumentas .ThebehaviorofthePCEautocor-
relation coefficient is plotted in Fig. 6. In this figure, the com-
parison between simulation and theoretical results is shown for
both the Rayleigh case and the Rice one with and
. Fig. 6(a) refers to highly correlated fading conditions
(i.e., ), while Fig. 6(b) refers to the case
. The theoretical and simulation curves compared in Fig. 6
show that the approximation (29) is fairly good for
[e.g., in Fig. 6(a) and in Fig. 6(b)]. Even-
tually, these curvesmaybe useful to givean upper boundfor the
correlation time, defined as the time during which the correla-
tion coefficient remains above a threshold level, e.g., 0.5.
V. POWER CONTROL BASED ON FUTURE FADING ESTIMATION
The correlation properties of the fading presented in Sec-
tion II suggest that it is possible to estimate the fading term at
instant by exploiting the fading samples at times .W e
consider the following linear estimator of order :
(34)
where is the fading estimate. We denote by the error
between the estimate and the actual value of the fading
(35)
TheMMSEcriterion[18]allowsustoobtaintheoptimumlinear
estimation of the fading. In this case, the coefficients result
from the solution of the system , where is an
matrix whose elements are , is a
column vector of dimension with ,
and is the coefficient vector. In order
toimplementtheproposedfadingestimation,theMTmuststore
the last fading terms , which can be evaluated by
dividing the received power-control commands by
the previously transmitted power levels . The se-
quence of fading terms so derived may be properly exploited
to construct and to adjust the covariance matrix of the fading
that allows us to compute the coefficients of (34) and, thus,
the estimation of fading at time . Consequently, in order to
follow channel variations, the MT may set the power level toABRARDO AND SENNATI: CLOSED-LOOP POWER-CONTROL ERROR STATISTICS 2077
Fig. 6. Comparison between analytical and simulation values of the
correlation coefficient of the PCE in the SPC scheme as a function of the time
normalized to D for L =3and both Rayleigh and Rice fading models. (a)
f D =0 :03 and (b)f D =0 :1.
a value proportional to the inverse of the fading estimate, i.e.,
. The complexity of such a scheme increases
withtheorderoftheestimation ,whichdeterminesthedimen-
sion of the covariance matrix to be inverted. This power-control
strategy with fading estimation will be referred to as PCFE.
The received power in the PCFE scheme is
(36)
In order to statistically characterize , we consider the process
(37)
From (35), we may write
(38)
Let us consider the estimation error conditioned on the fading
value at the same time instant . Recalling that ,w e
model this quantity as
(39)
where the first termin the sum takes into account thecovariance
betweentheestimationerrorandthefading, beingaparameter
to be evaluated. The second term is the expected value of the
estimation error
(40)
while the term is assumed to be a Gaussian random process
with zero mean and variance
(41)
The cross-correlation function between the estimation error and
the fading term may be analytically evaluated as
(42)
From (39), we define the following conditioned cross-correla-
tion function:
(43)
Removing the conditioning on in (43) and imposing
, it is possible to evaluate the correlation parameter as
(44)
Let us consider the cdf of conditioned on
(45)
Defining , results in .
Conditioning the fading estimate to be always positive, we have
(46)
Removing the conditioning on through numerical quadrature,
we are able to find the cdf . Finally, the cdf of the re-
ceived power results
(47)
Figs. 7–9 show thecomparison between thecdf valuesof the re-
ceived power evaluated through the analysis and those obtained2078 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON VEHICULAR TECHNOLOGY, VOL. 49, NO. 6, NOVEMBER 2000
Fig. 7. Comparison between simulation results and analytical predictions for
the received power cdf < in the PCFE scheme for L =3 ;K =0 , and
different values of the product f D.
Fig. 8. Comparison between simulation results and analytical predictions for
the received power cdf < in the PCFE scheme for L =5 ;K =0 , and
different values of the product f D.
by simulations for the PCFE scheme with and by as-
suming the same parameter values as in Figs. 2–4, respectively.
Note that, also for the PCFE case, the proposed analysis fits
quitewellwiththesimulationresults.Itisalsoworthnotingthat
the PCE presents a lowervariability around 0 dB with respect to
the SPC case, thus yielding a better power-control performance.
Moreover, we have verified that higher values of the order do
not entail significant improvements in performance.
Finally, we have found that the log-normal fitting for the cdf
of the PCE fails in the PCFE case. This is due to the asymmetric
shape of the pdf, which presents a pronounced tail toward pos-
itive values of PCE. Note that the presence of such pronounced
tails determines an increase of the average received power for
the PCFE scheme. Hence, the multiuser interference increases,
and the system capacity may reduce. However, this drawback is
negligible with respect to the advantages due to fading estima-
tion, as will be shown in the next section.
Fig. 9. Comparison between simulation results and analytical predictions for
the received power cdf < in the PCFE scheme for L =3 ;K =1 0 , and
different values of the product f D.
VI. COMPUTATION OF CAPACITY OF A DS-CDMA SYSTEM
Theoutageprobability( ),i.e.,themarginalprobabilitythat
the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) is below a given threshold,
is one of the most important quality of service (QoS) metrics
for CDMA cellular networks. The threshold level, referred to
as SIR , depends on the modulation and the channel coding
scheme. It is well known that DS-CDMA cellular systems are
affected by strong other-cell interference , which can be ade-
quately modeled by the introduction of an equivalent number of
users to be superimposed to the users in the same cell (see, for
example, [2]). However, it is reasonable to assume that the ef-
fect of other-cell interference is about the same for the SPC and
PCFE schemes: thus, for comparison purposes, the effect of
will be neglected in this study. Let us focus on the reverse link
of a DS-CDMA system. In a typical power-controlled scenario,
the SIR experienced at the BS in the case of single user detec-
tion may be given as
SIR (48)
where is the number of active users in the cell, the term
2 (3 ) derives from the cross-correlation properties of the
spreading sequences [19] ( being the processing gain),
represents the received power from an MT, and is its ex-
pected value. In order to guarantee the required QoS, must
be maintained lower than a certain threshold, say, , (e.g.,
for an acceptable voice quality). The capacity of
the system may be given as the maximum number of users in
the cell , which permits us to have . Hence, the
capacity can be derived by the following equality:
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Fig. 10. Comparison between the capacity estimate from simulation (dotted
line)andfromanalysis(solidline)forbothSPCandPCFEschemesasafunction
of the product f D. (a) L =3and K =0 . (b) L =5and K =0 . (c)
L =3and K =5 . (d) L =3and K =1 0 .
which yields
SIR
(50)
where represents the floor operator and is the cdf
of the received power after power control. The capacity in (50)
may be numerically estimated by using for the expres-
sions given in (24) and (47) for SPC and PCFE cases, respec-
tively. In order to validate this analytical approach, we have
carried out computer simulations of a single-cell DS-CDMA
system. In particular, a set of independent received power
signals has been generated according to both
the SPC and the PCFE power-control schemes. Among them,
the first power signals have been
superimposed to form the global interference term , i.e.,
, while the th power signal has been con-
sideredasthedesiredsignal.Forthislastone,wehaveevaluated
the outage probability by comparing with the threshold
(2 3 ). Fig. 10 shows capacity comparisons between the
analytical study and simulation results for both SPC and PCFE
cases, as a function of the product and for SNR dB,
, , and . Fig. 10(a) and (b) refers
to the Rayleigh case with and , respectively, while
Fig. 10(c) and (d) shows the results for the Rice case for
with and , respectively. These curvesconfirm
the accuracy of the theoretical approach in giving a capacity es-
timation for both the analyzed power-control strategies. More-
over,thePCFEschemeattainsabetterperformancewithrespect
to the SPC one, for all the values of . Finally, it is worth
noting that when the theoretical curves worse fit the simulations
[e.g., in Fig. 10(a)], they give a lower bound on the maximum
number of supportable users, (i.e., conservative study).
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed an analytical approach to in-
vestigate the power-control error statistics in DS-CDMA cel-
lular networks that implement a standard closed-loop power
control scheme. The approach takes into account Rayleigh and
Rice frequency-selective channel models and a RAKE receiver
at the base station. It is shown that the proposed analysis, even
if an approximation,attains goodresults as far as thecdfand the
correlation coefficientof the power-control error are concerned.
It is also verified that the power-control error distribution can
be reasonably assumed log-normal, and the standard deviation
parameter is derived for different channel conditions. Also, a
novel power-control scheme, referred to as PCFE, which ex-
ploits the autocorrelation properties of the fading, is proposed
and analyzed. It is observed that the ability of the mobile ter-
minal to perform an estimate of the future fading conditions
noticeably increases the effectiveness of power control. Finally,
thetwopower-controlschemesanalyzedinthispaperhavebeen
compared in terms of maximum number of supportable users in
a typical DS-CDMA cellular system. As expected, the PCFE
scheme attains higher capacity.
APPENDIX A
Referring to the Taylor expansion of the received
power shown in (25) and making similar considerations
to those developed in Section IV, we can model the re-
ceived power conditioned on through a Gaussian rv:
. Thus we may introduce
the quantities
(51)
Removing the conditioning on ,w eh a v e
(52)
The estimated variance of the received power is
.InthecaseofRayleighchannelmodelwith , may
becomputedinaclosedform.Indeed,inthiscase,themultipath
power is modeled by a central chi-square distributed rv
(53)
Accordingly, the integral (52) may be given in a closed form for
as
(54)
APPENDIX B
Assumingthatthereceivedpowerislog-normallydistributed,
i.e., , where , the variance can
be also evaluated as
(55)2080 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON VEHICULAR TECHNOLOGY, VOL. 49, NO. 6, NOVEMBER 2000
Expression (55) can be computed in a closed form as
(56)
where . Finally, parameter may be derived by
imposing , i.e.,
(57)
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